
Solu Teacher Training Report
April 24-May 1st 2012

  
OLE Team members:
        Usha Joshi
        Kamana Regmi
        Kayomars Bilimoria Puri
  
Training Participants:
·Sujata Rai                          Swarnim School (Principal)
·Kanchhi Sherpa                             “
·Sita Karki                          Dudhkunda  School
·Rit Bahadur Bhujel                       “
·Janak Basnet                                 “
·Rama Kattel                                  “
·Man Kumar Shrestha                    “
·Parvati Basnet                               “
·Santosh Raut                     Pike School
·Santosh Magar                              “
·Purna Tamang                               “
·Guru Prasad Rai                            “
·Madhav Prasad Dhamala              “
·Jas Maya Rai                                 “
·Binod Tamang                   Garma School ( Principal)
·Chandra Kumar Shrestha              “
·Lhamu Sherpa                               “
·Pushpa Raj Dhakal                        “
·Dorje Sherpa                                 “
·Roshan Kumar                              “
·Mishri Rai                          Jana Jagriti School
·Mira Shrestha                                “
·Pramod Kumar Shah                     “
·Tsering Namgel Sherpa                 “
·Keshari Shrestha                           “
·Narad Mani Ghimire                     “
  
  
  
Opening: 24th April, 2012 (Stakeholders' meeting)



  
Total no. of participants: 39
No. of principals: 5
No. of teachers: 24
No. of PTA representatives: 2
SMC: Chairpersons: 5, Members:1
Resource person: 1
DEO representative: 1
  
The meeting with stake holders started at 12 noon and ended at 2:00 pm. All the expected 
participants were present. The DEO was out of station so one officer was there to represent 
him. The stakeholders showed interest and enthusiasm during OLE presentation given by both 
the trainers. Some of the participants, specially the PTA representatives, were concerned about 
the program not being implemented at other schools of Solu. The stake holders seemed to have 
understood their responsibilities and showed enthusiasm to support the implementation of the 
program in their respective schools.
  
Day 1:
The first session of the training started at 2: 30pm.
It was good to know that most of the participants had clear expectations about the training being 
one that provided them with using ICT in daily classroom teaching. Brainstorming was done 
to generate rules to run the program successfully for 7 days. Various jobs were also listed and 
participants were divided into five groups to make job charts. Discussion followed on effective 
classroom function of the program using rules and jobs generated by the participants.
The session ended with participants' reflection of the whole day's program where each of them 
took turns to mention about classroom rules and job charts being effective to run the class 
smoothly.
Although all the participants were requested to be residential trainees, most of them decided 
to commute from home. Only four teachers from Pike school and one from Garma school 
decided to stay at the hotel but only from the second day. Lhamu  Sherpa from Garma school 
found it difficult to commute as she had a small baby and so decided to stay in a hotel at Salleri. 
However, due to her baby's illness she could attend the training only for the first three days.
  
  
Day 2:
The second day started at 8 with breakfast for all participants. At first participants were curious 
to know what an Epaati looked like so the session started with an introduction of Epaati, its parts 
and various multipurpose use in teaching learning practice. The next session was on Different 
learning styles and Multiple Intelligences. All the participants were convinced of the fact that 
each child has one or many multiple intelligences and his/ her way of learning style. Every child 



is unique and special in his/ her own way. They also reflected that human values are equally 
important elements of our curriculum which needs to be addressed by all.
Sharing ideas and views on Epaati integrated teaching was the highlight of the day's program. 
All the participants were excited and interested in using laptops inside the classroom for 
integrated grade teaching as well as subject teaching. Santosh Raut ,Guru Prasad Rai, Pramod 
Kumar Shah, Pushpa Raj Dhakal, Man Kumar Shrestha, Madhav Prasad Dhamala, Rama 
Kattel, Tsering Namgel Sherpa, Keshari Shrestha and Sujata Rai had prior knowledge of using 
computers so were quick at learning about different parts of an Epaati and how to use it.
At least one participant from each school was confident to open and use Epaati on the first 
day itself. However, Narad Mani Ghimire from Jana Jagriti school and Janak Basnet  from 
Dudhkunda school were  not confident in opening and operating the Epaath activities till the 
last day. The difficulty faced by Janak Basnet was also due to the presence of his two year old 
daughter who accompanied him every day to the training venue.
Day 3:
The session started with Roshan Kumar sharing his summative reflection of the previous day. 
The main focus of this day was on preparing a lesson plan for Epaath integrated teaching. 
Participants elaborated each element of the lesson plan which was shared and discussed for 
feedback. When all the elements were discussed, the participants were convinced that this was 
the most effective way of making a lesson plan. Most participants expressed that in their long 
experience of teaching they had never planned an effective lesson plan like the one they made 
here. The best part of the plan for them was the bridge-in and the pre- assessment which they 
said that they had never thought of including in their plan.
Discussion on the importance of E-pustakalaya integrated teaching turned out to be an interesting 
topic. All participants agreed that good reading habits can be developed with the use of
E-pustakalaya in the school. When they explored E-pustakalaya, they were amazed to know 
about the world of information stored there.
Each participant was given a home assignment to prepare an ICT integrated lesson plan to use  
Epaath lessons  in their classroom teaching.
  
Day 4:
The day's session started with Meera Shrestha sharing her summative reflection of the previous 
day. The main highlight of her sharing was focused on the effective way of making lesson plans 
and the use of E-pustakalaya in a child centered classroom. She expressed that in today's world, 
modern technology has advanced in great pace so use of ICT in classroom teaching will make 
learning fun and enjoyable as well as help students to make self evaluation and become confident 
learners.
After the game of Bingo which the participants enjoyed and thought that learning could be 
made fun in their classrooms using it, a discussion followed on the importance of giving clear 
instructions for any kind of activity in or outside the classroom.



Binod Tamang, the principal of Garma School, presented a practice class integrating an Epaath 
activity of grade 6 Math, week 22, Perimeter. 
How many triangles are there within this triangle? The question was asked with a picture of 
many triangles inside a triangle on the white board for Bridge in activity. For Pre Epaath activity 
participants were asked to do hands on activity of measuring a clip board and a note book. 
Instructions were very clear for both the activities and time was managed well.
While the XO was opening, students were asked to measure the perimeter of an envelope which 
did not have a straight edge at one side. Enough time was not given to the participants  to 
measure it.
After the feedback session the following suggestions were provided by participants to improve 
the lesson while using Epaath:
a)  While the XO was taking time to open, students could have measured the perimeter of the 
envelope.
b)  If all the laptops or different pages inside the activity do not open by the given time, teacher 
should 
     continue the class by asking the students to share the XO.
c)  Give instructions on how to do the activity to the whole class rather than individual groups.
d) Ask students to shut down the XO before leaving the class.
  
A video of a sample class integrating Epaath activity was shown. Participants were asked to 
note down the positive aspects of the class as well as the areas that could be improved regarding 
classroom structure, classroom management, use of Epaath, instructions, pre Epaath activity, 
time management etc. Participants were divided into five groups to present their views on 
the video. Due to shortage of time presentation on the video was scheduled for the next day's 
session.
  
Day 5:
The day's session started at 10 am with Ram sir explaining the network function and wiring 
essential to use XO in schools. After lunch the session started with Binod Tamang sharing his 
summative reflection of the previous day.
Participants presented their views on the video and emphasized that proper classroom 
management and giving clear instruction should be an integral part while integrating Epaath in 
classroom teaching. Teachers also expressed that after watching the video they have acquired 
lots of ideas on how to use Epaati and integrate Epaath in their teaching as well as areas where 
changes are required to make their class more effective and efficient.
Guru Prasad Rai from Pike School, presented a practice class integrating an Epaath activity of 
grade 6 English, week 15, How many / How much. He handled the class well and was interactive 
and friendly with the students.
After the feedback session, the following suggestions were provided by participants to improve 
the lesson while using the Epaath:



a)  Choose one group leader from each group to manage handling Epaati.
b)  Only one XO within the group should be used for  audio
c)  Ask students to fold the Epaati when they need to listen to the teacher
Next session was on subject integrated grade teaching using the resources available in E-
pustakalsya. Epaath activity gr 4 Nepali, week 20, Lau bhana nani ma ko hun? and Oh say 
can you seed ? from pustakalaya.org  were shared and discussed with participants to integrate 
Science with Nepali. Brainstorming was done for integration of other subjects as well.
 
  
Day 6:
The day's session started with Guru Prasad Rai of Pike School sharing his summative reflection 
of the previous day.
The main highlight of the day was the discussion on problems that may arise while using Epaati 
and suggestions to overcome them.
Ample time was provided for participants to learn other major functions of the XO like
·         video and audio recording
·          Nepali/ English typing
·         camera
·         chat
·         Epaath update
·         opening a folder
·          copy files from pen drive to XO and vice versa
·         fixing the XO when it gets hanged or when touchpad doesn't function
  
Sujata Rai, Principal of Swarnim School presented a practice class integrating an Epaath activity 
of grade 2 Nepali, week 9, Nachyo Jureli.
For Bridge in students were asked to sing the poem Nacchyo jureli looking at the words on the 
board.
Pre assessment was done during the time XO was opening by asking questions on other birds 
students have seen or know about. Students were raising their hands and waiting for their turn to 
answer.
Use of Epaath during the class time was well managed.
After the feedback session, the following suggestions were provided by participants and trainers 
to improve the lesson while using the Epaath:
a)  Use picture of an Epaath to instruct students on how to open the activity for specially grade 2 
students 
      as they are using the Epaati for the first time
b)  Use speaker for audio
c)  Exercise instructions need to be explained to the students



Discussion on making a lesson plan for E-pustakalaya integrated lesson was quite useful as after 
this participants were willing to prepare and bring a pustkalaya integrated lesson plan for the 
next day's practice teaching.
  
Day 7:
The day's session started with Pramod Kumar Shah  of Jana Jagriti School sharing his summative 
reflection of the previous day.
Keshari Shrestha of Jana Jagriti School presented a practice class integrating an Epustakalaya 
activity based on the book Agi Agi Roto , Pachi Pachi Keto
For bridge in she made the students sing a song. Instead of the teacher leading the song, Ms. 
Shrestha asked one of the student to lead.
During pre assessment she asked the students if they knew how to use pustakalaya and also how 
to open it.
E-Pustakaya integrated class was very well planned and managed. Total class time 38 min and 
use of Epaati 26 min. She used reading record sheet after the students were made to read the 
book. Instructions to go to pustakaya and search for the book were given clearly. Class was 
under control and students' engaged and engrossed in reading. Use of each part of the button on 
pustakalaya to read the book was well explained. The teacher moved around the class giving 
individual attention to every student.
Before filling the student assessment forms, trainees discussed each element present in the 
form. The general response of the trainees was that there was a slight increase in the enrollment 
of students in these schools after implementing the training provided by REED. Some of the 
schools were already practicing child centered method of teaching.
The last activity of the training was for participants to fill a Summative Reflection form. The 
training ended at 3:15 pm with a closing note from Binod Tamang, principal of Garma school. 
He assured that after implementing the training provided by OLE Nepal, the education quality in 
the five schools using Epaath integrated teaching would definitely improve and that they would 
make their best effort to do so. 
 
On the last day of the training laptops, server and other materials were handed over to the 
schools and School Networking was continued by Ram sir and Kayo.
  
 


